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Firm, well shaped bales of uniform size are easiest to wrap and store. Due to the
nature of high moisture hay, the baler must be designed forthe task. Although most
conventional round balers will make silage bales, premature structural failure,
plugging, and inconsistent bale density should be expected after a relatively short
time. Optimum bale size is 4'x4'. Larger bales can be wrapped, but due to the extra
weight, have a tendency to sag which increases the risk of splitting plastic film.
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I™*! Round Balers
Deutz-Fahr round balers have established a
worldwide reputation for innovation, durability
and performance.

Special features on DEUTZ-FAHR round balers are why they are able to produce consistent bales year after year of use.
1 .Roller bearings mountedon g.Adjustable baffle plate. 12. Mechanical tailgate lock

the outside of the bale 10. Hydraulic lift pickup. 13.Six bale density settings,
chamber. 11. Pneumatic tire pickup 14.Splined drive shafts.

2.Automatic chain lubrication gauge wheels. 15.Extra heavy drive chain
system

3.Reinforced bale chamber
for extra strength.

4.Closely spaced
small diameter
rollers.

5.Automatic “TWIN-
FIX” twine tying
system.

e.Netwrap option with
a capacity of 270
bales per roll.

/.Easily accessible
twine box holding
(4) twine balls.

B,Universal drawbar
with 16 positions
and swivel wheel
jack.
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All these features translate into outstanding performance and long life.

ItßSfl
17Thick walled ribbed steel rollers product
consistent results. Smaller diameter rollan
reduce wedging and leaf loss is kept to i
minimum. Spllnedshafts are usedon all drive
rollers for maximum efficientpower transfer.

Equipped withoptional WIDE PICK-UP, OPTI-CUT pre-cutting mechanism, combination
and NET WRAP, die DEUTZ-FAHRR 83200 OCis the ideal machine for custom work

Check
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The Wrapper That Wraps Bales
Others Woh’t

A complete range of Round, Square &

Rectangular Wrappers.
Patented advantages like the unique “Deep Cradle" continuous full width belt, and fully
supported turntable where four polyurethane wheels provide Tanco’s renowned even and
balanced operation, even with overweight and misshapen bales. Quality wrapping and
quality machines that has made Tanco among the World’s leading manufacturers.

SEEING IS BELIEVING
We Welcome

Demonstrations to
Interested Customers.
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Durable sub frames, a wide range of models to suit your
bale wrapping needs, and experience product support
makes Tanco the bestvalue available!
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